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Pets in Austria

Austrians love their animals. Every third woman and a quarter of men have a pet. But they have different preferences:
62% of female petholders keep a cat and 52% of male petholders keep a canine companion.

Pet Payments

(in Vienna, 46,000 dogs are registered;
the total is estimated to be around 80,000)

Pet Population in Austria
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large dog (30 kg) €678
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and more dogs than
Carinthians
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1.5 million vs
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€523
small dog (5 kg) €227

Birds

There are more cats than
children in Austria,

While rodents and fish are on the
rise, the pet bird population shrunk
considerably since the heydays of
the 1980s.

cat

Which pets are kept in homes (incl. multiple pets)?
Women (in %) Men (in %)

Dogs 38% 52%
581,000

cat
dog

Total Number of
pets in Austria

Initial Cost

1.5 million

€334

€491

Cats 62% 44%

Annual Spending

SOURCE: IDEALO - "DAS KOSTEN UNSERE HAUSTIERE"

medium-sized dog (12.5 kg) €376

Austrian pets are pampered by their owners, with €61 per capita spending on
pet supplies annually, compared to €77 in the UK and €15 in Poland.
Interestingly, most cat owners spend more than dog owners.

Reptiles

Other
animals

0% 4%
SOURCE: STATISTA - "BELIEBTE HAUSTIERE IN ÖSTERREICH
NACH GESCHLECHT DER HAUSTIERHALTER," 2017 / OWN CALCULATIONS.
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Wild Beasts

Today, of all living mammals, 60% are livestock and just 4% are wild animals, drastically down
from 50 or 100 years ago. The remaining 36% is made up of that most powerful of apes — humans.
Researchers have been
able to document around

1.2 million
species

in existence, yet it
is estimated that
Earth maintains

8.7 million
species.

Facing Extinction

Experts calculate that between 0.01%
and 0.1% of all species become
extinct each year; that’s
1,000 to 10,000
times higher than
the natural extinction rate.
Depending on the estimate
of total species, that means
between 120 to 1,200
or 8,700 to 87,000 species are going
extinct each year.

Famous Fictional Animals

The Next
One
to
Go?
Northern white rhinoceros
AREA: East & Central Africa
(Congo, Uganda, Chad, Sudan)
HISTORICAL POPULATION: From several 1,000s in
the first half of the century to 500 in the 1960s.
POPULATION TODAY: Only two surviving female
rhinos remain. They belong to the Dvůr Králové
Zoo in Czechia, but live now in Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya, Africa, protected round-the-clock
by armed guards.
ENDANGERED BECAUSE: Poachers have been
selling their horns for $50,000 per kilo.
STATUS: Functionally extinct.
FUTURE: At the end of 2015, scientists from
the Leibniz Institute for Zoo and Wildlife
Research, San Diego Zoo Global, Tiergarten
Schönbrunn, and Dvůr Králové Zoo developed a
plan to reproduce northern white rhinos using
pluripotent stem cells.

KERMIT, THE FROG
1955 (first appearance)

CREATED by Jim Henson
Known from “The Muppet
Show” & “Sesame Street.”
Famous quote: “It’s not easy
being green.”

FLIPPER, DOLPHIN

HEDWIG, SNOWY OWL
1997 (first appearance)
CREATED by J.K. Rowling
Appears in all novels of the
Harry Potter series.
Hedwig is Harry’s faithful
companion until she gives her
life for him in part VII.

1963 (first appearance)
CREATED by Jack Cowden & Ricou Browning,
played by several real bottlenose dolphins.
Appears in movies & TV shows bearing his name.
Ric O’Barry, the head trainer of the Flipper
Dolphins, became a world-renowned animal
activist after the suicide of dolphin Kathy,
who portrayed Flipper most often.

MOBY DICK, WHALE
1851 (first appearance)

CREATED by Herman Melville
Appears in the novel
Moby-Dick; or, The Whale.
Moby Dick is white, the largest
sperm whale that ever lived
and likes to chew on Captain
Ahab’s leg.

LASSIE,
ROUGH COLLIE DOG

1940 (first appearance)
CREATED by Eric Knight
Appears first in the novel Lassie Come-Home,
later in popular movies and TV shows.
Lassie saves the day, usually by understanding
and conveying complex situations with a
couple of resolute barks.
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